Self-Similarity Constrained Sparse Representation for Hyperspectral Image Super-Resolution.
Fusing a low-resolution hyperspectral image with the corresponding high-resolution multispectral image to obtain a high-resolution hyperspectral image is an important technique for capturing comprehensive scene information in both spatial and spectral domains. Existing approaches adopt sparsity promoting strategy, and encode the spectral information of each pixel independently, which results in noisy sparse representation. We propose a novel hyperspectral image super-resolution method via a self-similarity constrained sparse representation. We explore the similar patch structures across the whole image and the pixels with close appearance in local regions to create globalstructure groups and local-spectral super-pixels. By forcing the similarity of the sparse representations for pixels belonging to the same group and super-pixel, we alleviate the effect of the outliers in the learned sparse coding. Experiment results on benchmark datasets validate that the proposed method outperforms the stateof- the-art methods in both quantitative metrics and visual effect.